Simplified expressions for the matrix elements of electrostatic interactions both within and between several types of complex electron con- 
INTRODUCTION UCRL-10443
Studies of the complex. spectra of rare -earth and actinide ions are complicated by the frequent requirement of a detailed knowledge of the complex structure of quit7'\electron configurations, and in some cases a knowledge of the electrostatic interactions between the configurations is necessary. I 
I II
The configurations of greatest interest are typified by fl, fn .£ , fn .£ .£ , and fl.£ 1 2 • The electrostatic matrices of all the fn configurations are well known and will not be discussed. Of primary interest will be the interactions of the electrons outside the :fl core with those of the fn core. The number of states occurring for these configurations is very large, and hence it is desirable to be able to compute the matrix_elements on a high-speed computer.
However, before calculations such as these are attempted, it is essential that the expressions for the matrix elements be put in as simple a form as is In seeking simplifications of their formulae and in making the formulae amenable to machine computation, it is desirable to avoid having to evaluate the matrix elements of several tensorial quantities prior to the actual evaluation of the electrostatic matrix elements. In the present formulation of the problem the need to evaluate the matrix elements of the double tensors VKk is oyercome by suitably recoupling the angular momenta of the electrons involved in the electrostatic interactions. As a result the formulae may be expressed in a concise .manner that displays clearly the properties of the . 3 angular momenta involved by the use of n-j symbols.
PP.£' i' CONFIGURATIONS
It will be assumed that the two inequivalent electrons are coupled together and then coupled to the .£n core to form a total-orbital and a totalspin quantum number. For complete generality consider the matrix elements of the angular part of the electrostatic interaction b~tween a configuration where
Thus there remains only to evaluate the matrix elements in (4) .Vl{fVH.V3{/;j;") (-Ji--+LIH+k {£ 3~1 t }. .X (7) whereas if the coefficients of Rk( ££ 1 v; _g_giv) are required, we write
UCRL-10443 These results are presented with hope that they will eventually lead to the machine computation of the energy matrices of many of the configurations discus sed in this paper.
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